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Abstract
Receptivity to a model convected disturbance in the presence of localized and distributed vari-
ations in wall geometry and wall-suction velocity is examined. The model free-stream disturbance
corresponds to the time-harmonic wake of a vibrating ribbon that is placed at a suitable distance
above the surface of a thin airfoil. The advantages of using this disturbance for experiments on
receptivity to convected disturbances are outlined. A brief parametric study is presented for a fiat-
plate boundary layer. The study quantifies the effect of wake position as well as wake width; in
addition, it should be helpful in the choice of an optimal setting for a controlled experiment of the
above type, which the above parametric study shows as feasible.
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1 Introduction
The transition of boundary-layer flow from the laminar to a turbulent state is usually initiated by
the excitation of linear instability waves, due to forcing from the external disturbance environment.
A detailed understanding of this initial stage, which is known as boundary-layer receptivity [1, 2], is
important for the prediction and control of the overall transition process. Therefore, accurate quan-
titative predictions are necessary for the different physical mechanisms that make the boundary layer
receptive to each category of free-stream disturbance.
The receptivity mechanisms in low-speed flows were recently clarified in a series of seminal papers by
Goldstein [3, 4]; see, also, the work of Zavol'skii et. al. [5], auban [6], and Fedorov [7], [8] in this respect.
These authors showed that the receptivity is usually caused by relatively fast streamwise variations
in the underlying mean flow. These variations may be caused by the boundary-layer growth in the
leading-edge region [3], or by short-scale variations in surface boundary conditions, such as localized
surface humps (or cavities) [3, 6], distributed surface waviness [5], or even laminar flow control (LFC)
devices such as discrete suction strips [9]. Surface disturbances are particularly important in this
regard, because they can occur in proximity to the region of instability amplification [4].
The work on boundary-layer receptivity so far has resulted in a substantial body of results that
pertains to the receptivity to acoustic free-stream disturbances. See, for instance, the review article by
Goldstein and Hultgren [10] and the relevant papers in refs. 11 and 12. In addition to the irrotational
acoustic perturbations, the disturbance environment of a low-speed boundary layer includes vortical
disturbances of various forms [13]: a. free-stream turbulence; b. unsteady wakes from upstream bodies;
c. buoyant turbulent plumes in the atmosphere; and d. sheets, wakes, patches, strips, rings, or streets
of vorticity that are convected at varying speeds. Disturbances of type (a-c) are usually convected at
the local free-stream speed. In the linear approximation, these disturbances are decoupled from the
acoustic fluctuations, except when boundary inhomogeneities or mean-flow variations occur. In regions
that are sufficiently further removed from such scattering agents, the purely convected disturbances
are expected to produce little fluctuation in the free-stream pressure. However, the convection speed
of the disturbances from category d. is not necessarily equal to the local mean speed. Hence, these
disturbances can induce nonzero pressure fluctuations everywhere, even at the linear order, and can thus
be regarded as possessing elements common to both purely acoustic and purely convected disturbances.
The receptivity to the above vortical disturbances has received relatively less attention so far, except
for the studiesdescribedin theremainingpart of this section.
Theproblemof receptivityto free-streamturbulenceis probablythe mostrelevantonein practice,
especiallyin the extrapolationof laboratoryfindingsto flight environments.Howeverlthis problemis
alsothemostcomplexone,asmaybeevidencedfromthe controlledexperimentsby Kendall[14].For
this reason,it seemsusefulto investigatethe receptivityto simplerformsof convectedfree-streamdis-
turbances.Althoughperiodicvortexarrays[15]arerelativelysimpleto analyzetheoretically,they are
difficult to producein a controlledenvironment(Parekhet al. [16],Wlezien,privatecommunication,
1993).Onespecificconvected isturbance,whichcanbeproducedquite easilyin a laboratory,is the
wakeof a vibrating ribbon that is placedoutsidethe meanboundarylayer at a suitablestreamwise
location. Receptivityexperimentsinvolvinga convected-wakedisturbanceof this type werefirst con-
ductedby Levchenkoet al. [17]in whichthe convectednatureof thewakedisturbancewasconfirmed
within the limitation of experimentalerrors. Later,Zav01'skiiet al. [5] presenteda brief calculation
of the receptivityto an unsteadywakeamid small-amplitude undulationson a flat-plate:airfoil. In
that case,theunsteadywakecouldexcitean instabilitywavebecausethe mean-flowperturbationfrom
the surfaceundulationscreateda sharptuning effect. Zavols'kiiet al. showedthat the interaction
betweenthe unsteadywakeand the mean-flowperturbationwasconfinedto the free-streamregion
of the wake,and that the resultantreceptivity wassignificantlyweakerthan the receptivity for an
acousticdisturbancethat interactswith the surfacewaviness.
Conclusionsimilar to thoseof Zavol'skiiet al. weresubsequentlyobtainedby Kerschen[18]and
Crouch[19]in somewhatdifferentcontexts.Kerschenuseda simplebut elegantasymptotictheoryto
studythelocalizedreceptivitythat is causedby theinteractionbetweenan isolatedroughnesselement
andanunsteadyvortical gustwith a sinusoidaldistributionof velocityperturbationsupstreamof the
airfoil. Kerschenthencombinedhis resultswith thoseof Goldstein[4]and of Ruban[6] for localized
acousticreceptivity to derivepredictionsfor the surface-geometry-inducedreceptivityto a Karman
vortexstreetwith an arbitrary convectionvelocity.He foundthat a largeincreasein the amplitude
of the generatedinstability waveis possibleif the convectionvelocity differssignificantlyfrom the
free-streamspeed.
The receptivityto purelyconvectedfree-streamdisturbancesamid surfacenonuniformitiesis rel-
ativelyweak,sothe receptivity relatedto leading-edgeffectsneedsto be investigated.Heinrichet
al [20] studied the receptivity to an unsteady sinusoidal gust near the leading edge of a sharp-edged
flat plate by usingthe frameworkof Goldstein[3]. A computationalstudy of the receptivityto an
unsteady-wakedisturbanceneararoundedleadingedgewasrecentlyreportedby Buter andReed[21].
Parekh[22]performedexperimentson the receptivityto a similarwakedisturbance,but foundlittle
receptivity.Thereasonsfor this findinghavenot beenidentifiedin a conclusivemanner.
Theobjectiveof this paperis to further investigatethe receptivityto a convectedunsteadywake.
We considerthe receptivitycausedby localizedvariationsin surfacegeometryandin surface-suction
velocity;our aim is to quantifythe differencesin receptivityfor the two surfacedisturbancesaswell
asthe differencesin eachcasewith the analogousacoustic-receptivitymechanism.In additionto the
relativeeasein producingtheconvected-wakedisturbancein a laboratory,usingthis modeldisturbance
hasthe advantagethat theassociatedreceptivityvia leading-edgeffectscanbeminimizedby suitably
positioningthe disturbancesourcewithin thefree-streamregion.Moreover,becausethe primarywake
disturbanceis localizedto the free-streamregion,it doesnot interferewith the measurementof the
generatedTollmien-Schlichting(TS) wave,the modeshapeof whichhasa globalmaximumcloseto
the surface. As a result, the convected-wakemodelprovidesa potentially cleanersetting for the
experimentalverificationof thetheoreticalpredictionsrelatedto the localizedreceptivityto convected
disturbances.Experimentalmeasurementsof similar receptivityprocessesfor an acousticfree-stream
disturbancehavebeenconductedbyAizin andPolyakov[23],Saricet al. [24],andWiegelandWlezien
[25] (seealsothe workof Wlezienet al. [26]),and a satisfactoryagreementwith a Goldstein-Ruban
type theoryhasbeenfound [27],[28], [29], [30]in eachcase.Although the explanationof Parekh's
findings [22]is beyondthe scopeof this paper,we believethat the parametricstudy reportedhere
will be helpfulin designinganoptimalsettingfor future experimentsandmay alsoprovidea clueto
understandthe trendsobservedtherein.
Towardtheabove-mentionedobjectives,weuseafinite-Reynolds-numberadaptationof theoriginal
Goldstein-Rubantheory [4], [6]. A generaldescriptionof this approachin the contextof acoustic
receptivitycausedby localsurfacenonuniformitieswasgivenin reference[28], andadditionaldetails
wereprovidedin reference[29]. Therefore,only a brief sketchof the underlyinganalysiswill be
presentedherein,with an emphasison the issuesthat are specificto the convected nature of the
free-stream disturbance.
3
2 Summary of the Analysis
As first shown in Refs. 4, 5, and 6, the receptivity due to a suitably weak, and spatially localized
surface inhomogeneity (such as a roughness element) is the result of a scattering of the unsteady
motion associated with the free-stream disturbance by the short-scale variations in the local mean flow
that are induced by the surface inhomogeneity. Consider a thin, two-dimensional airfoil with a local
disturbance on its surface in the form of a shallow roughness element or a local region of weak suction
through the wall at a distance t* from the leading edge. We assume that the maximum perturbation
in the surface height that is associated with the wall-geometry perturbation h_ is sufficiently small
compared with the local displacement thickness 6" of the unperturbed mean boundary layer; so the
local mean-flow disturbance due to the roughness element can be treated as a small perturbation to the
unperturbed mean flow. Analogously, the mean suction velocity V_ is assumed to be sufficiently small
h_/6 and_/U_ arewith respect to the local free-stream velocity U_. The two small parameters " ' *
henceforth denoted e_ ) and e(s), respectively. Also, the unsteady free-stream disturbance is assumed to
be a time-harmonic wake that passes above the airfoil in the region just outside of the mean boundary
layer. The amplitude of the wake, measured in terms of the maximum of the associated perturbation in
the streamwise velocity, is taken to be small (i.e., ew_k_ = u_ake/U* << 1) so that any nonlinear effects
can be neglected in the calculation of the leading-order unsteady motion. Physically, this disturbance
corresponds to a longitudinal array of vortices that is convected at the local free-stream velocity just
outside the mean boundary layer.
By exploiting the presence of the two small parameters e(j) (j = r or s) and ewake in the problem,
we can expand the streamfunction ¢(J) within the local region in terms of the dual perturbation series
+ ewak e ¢(J) _l,(J) -4- O(ewake, (1)
where the streamfunction _p(J), the local coordinates along the streamwise X and wall-normal Y di-
rections, the wake-frequency parameter w, and the time t have been nondimensionalized by U_5*, _*,
U_o/_5*, and 6*/U_o, respectively. The zeroeth order term ¢0 corresponds to the unperturbed mean flow
in the absence of disturbances both at the surface and in the free stream and is given simply by the
mean boundary-layer profile at the location of the surface inhomogeneity (taken to be X = 0 herein)
to the required level of accuracy. The leading-order mean-flow disturbance produced by the roughness
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elementor the suctionstrip is denoted_bO)(X,Y), with the superscript j set equal to 'r' in the for-
mer case and to 's' in the latter. The Fourier transform variables _(wJ)((_,Y), (j = r,s) then satisfy
the steady version of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, subject to an inhomogeneous boundary condition
corresponding to the specified distribution of the roughness geometry and/or suction velocity. (See
reference [29] for details.)
The leading-order unsteady solution that corresponds to the O(%,_ke) term in equation (1) is de-
termined by the interaction between the free-stream disturbance and the unperturbed mean boundary
layer. Because the unsteady wake is confined to a narrow region above the mean boundary layer, it
produces negligible upwash at the airfoil. The only way the wake motion can be affected by the airfoil
is through its interaction with the inviscid mean flow that the airfoil induces. We now utilize the
thin-airfoil approximation, which implies that the local inviscid stream may be assumed sufficiently
uniform so as to produce only a weak distortion of the unsteady vorticity associated with the wake. In
other words, any pressure fluctuations produced from the wake-airfoil interaction are assumed insignif-
icant to the local receptivity process. In practice, this approximation will be valid in most wind-tunnel
experiments, which typically involve flat-plate models. To the leading order, the local unsteady motion
then corresponds to the convection of the disturbance profile at the local free-stream velocity. For
brevity, we have already anticipated this conclusion in the expansion of equation (1) by including the
"convected phase" w(X - t) in the exponent of the O(e_ke) term. The local profile of the associated
streamfunction Cw_ke(Y) is assumed to be known from computations that include a knowledge of the
upstream disturbance, or from experiments such as those described in reference [17].
The term that is crucial for receptivity is, however, the O(eO)ewake) term; it is produced from
the scattering of the leading-order unsteady solution described above by the local mean-flow gradients
induced by the inhomogeneity at the surface [5], [4]. The Fourier transform _r_(j) (a, Y) of this term
'q) w,wake _ ,
satisfies the inhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation
_iw(D 2 _2_o7.(J) ia_,o(D 2 _2_oT.(J) • ._.,,,-;(J)...._* J_'_._k_ + = Jv_._,_k_ - m_o v&,._k_ (D 2 ,.-_2_=J'(J)j_,._,_k_
• d_O)(D_ 2 ^ ia,_bO)D(p 2 awa_)g, wake]
{ d_wake(D 2 - a:)_b (d) " D(D = a' -(J)} (2a)+ -ic_,o _ , + ia_=ke¢,_=k_ -- _,)¢_, ,
along with homogeneous boundary conditions at the surface and at infinity. In equation (2a), the
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symmetricdefinitionof Fouriertransformhasbeenused.The streamwisewavenumbersof the free-
streamand surfaceperturbationsaregivenby
a_ke=w, and a_=a-c_ke , (2b)
respectively; the operator D as well as the primes are used to denote derivatives with respect to the
wall-normal coordinate Y and the Reynolds number R_. is based on U_ and _f*. The source terms on
the right of equation (2a) arise from the nonlinear interaction between the two first-order perturbations
_b_ ) and Cwak_. The first set of source terms that is enclosed by the brackets is due to the convection of
the unsteady free-stream vorticity (D 2 2- awake)vd_k_ by the local mean-flow disturbance ¢(wj). Similarly,
the second set of source terms (enclosed by the curly braces) arises from the convection of the mean
disturbance vorticity (D 2 - _wjv.w'_2_j,(J) by the unsteady perturbation _wake associated with the wake.
Because of the two-dimensional nature of the problem, the effects of vorticity tilting are absent from
these source terms.
It is possible to further simplify the source terms in equation (2a) by exploiting the fact that the
mean disturbance vorticity is nearly zero in the free-stream region (which implies that the contribution
from the second set of source terms is negligible) and by taking advantage of the disparity between the
streamwise and the waU-normal length scales of the convected-wake disturbance (which implies that
the leading contribution comes from the first term inside the brackets, i.e., one that involves d2dCy--_).
However, these simplifications will be not be introduced here, so equation (2a) is also valid for a more
-'-(J) that correspondsgeneral convected disturbance. The part of the unsteady scattered field '_'w,w_k¢
to the unstable TS wave can be isolated as the residue contribution to the inverse Fourier integral
from the simple-pole singularity in the Fourier transform Ct0,wak¢ at the local instability wavenumber
a = ains(W, R_.). The dimensional streamwise velocity fluctuation _ins"(j)* associated with this instability
wave can be expressed as
u(J)*rV v t) = C (j) * E,,(Y; w, R6.) exp [i(ainsX - wt)] (3a)ins kA_ z , Uwake
where E_ denotes the instability-wave eigenfunction for the streamwise velocity perturbation, which is
normalized for a maximum magnitude of unity across the boundary layer. The "local coupling coeffi-
cient" [4] C (j) in equation (3a) represents the ratio of the local amplitude of the generated instability
wave to u_k_ , the amplitude of the free-stream disturbance. For the weak surface inhomogeneities
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examinedherein,this couplingcoefficientis givenby the product
= _(J) w.c(.J) -  woke) 'woke(, (3b)
The factor P(ai,_8 - aw_ke) denotes the Fourier transform of the local geometry of the surface inhomo-
geneity (e.g., surface-height or suction-velocity distributions), evaluated at the complex wavenumber
(ai_8 - awake). This particular Fourier component "tunes" the free-stream disturbance of wavenum-
ber aw_ke (=- _,' for the convected wake) to the wavenumber ai,_8 of the instability wave. The factor
A(J) w,wake( - R6*), on the other hand, is independent of the local geometry and depends only on the par-
ticular combination of surface inhomogeneity and free-stream disturbance involved in the receptivity
process. In view of the decomposition indicated in equation (3b), the receptivity caused by different
combinations dsurface and free-stream disturbances can be studied and/or compared just on the basis
of their respective "efficiency functions" A!J) without regard to the particular geometry.
With the knowledge oi_"2_wake,'(J)the receptivity caused by nonlocal (i.e., distributed) surface nonuni-
formities can also be computed quite easily, as described in references [29] and [31]. One specific
nonlocal distribution that is easily realized in a laboratory experiment corresponds to a periodic array
of identical, compact surface nonuniformities [25]. The maximum receptivity is known to occur [5],
[31] when the fundamental wavenumber of this distribution is close to the instability wave number
at the lower branch station. Based on equation (18b) of reference [33], the ratio of the effective cou-
pling coefficient in this case to that caused by a single nonuniformity of the same type is given by the
expression
c(J) , -
u, a ray
_ C_in,,lb y_ ['(J)(na_,lb)exp (naw,lb + _wake,lb -- C_ins,lb) 2. (4a)
c(J) r(J)(ains,lb)i_ n=l -- i3.
where a_(R6,) =- a*_*(R_,) denotes the fundamental wave number of the periodic distribution, and
the factor
D_ =_ _(R_Th _l{g'b]Da [D_ = (C_ins,l bt °_ins,ibR51]' )] (4b)
is a measure of how rapidly the unsteady forcing (produced by the interacting free-stream and surface
disturbances) becomes detuned with respect to the phase of the instability mode. The primes in
equation (4b) denote differentiation with respect to R,. and the subscript lb indicates evaluation at
the lower branch location R6. = R6_*b. In applying the theory of reference [33] to derive equation (4a),
we have assumed that the increase in wake thickness (due to viscous diffusion) is negligible over the
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length scale of distributed receptivity. Because the latter length scale is asymptotically small (viz., of
O(R_o:/16l')), the above assumption is quite reasonable.
3 Results
For a parametric study based on the above theory, we choose the unperturbed mean flow ¢0 to be
the Blasius streamfunction that corresponds to the flow past a flat-plate airfoil. The receptivity to
a convected-wake disturbance in this simple geometry was first studied by Levchenko and Kozlov
[17] in their experiments. Zavol'skii et al. [5] investigated the distributed receptivity in the same
configuration, but in the presence of a small-amplitude waviness in the plate surface. As quoted in this
latter paper, the experimentally measured profile of the unsteady streamfunction Cwake(Y) had been
found approximately Gaussian. Therefore, following Zavol'skii et al. [5], we assume that Cwak_(Y) is
given by
iWwakeL exp[-(Y - Yc)2/L 2 + 1/2] (5)Cw_k_(Y) - 21/2
where Y = Yc denotes the position of the centerline of the wake relative to the unperturbed airfoil
surface and L denotes a characteristic width of the unsteady wake profile: Note that the profile in
equation (5) has been normalized such that the maximum magnitude of the associated perturbation in
the unsteady streamwise velocity is equal to unity.
3.1 Suction-induced receptivity
3.1.1 Comparison with acoustic receptivity
To compare the strength of wall-suction-induced receptivity for a convected-wake disturbance (given
by equation (5)) to the strength of an analogous receptivity mechanism for an acoustic free-stream
disturbance, we have shown a combined plot of the magnitudes of the respective efficiency functions
(_) (_)Awake(f ) and A_coustic(f ) in figure 1. Here, the location of the suction strip has been assumed fixed
at R -= x/_ = R6./1.7208 = 700 in both cases while the frequency parameter f - w*_,*/U_o 2 is
varied from 20x10 -6 to 80x10-61 These parameter values are relevant in both laboratory and in-flight
situations. The position of the wake centerline is assumed to be at Y_ = 5.0 and the wake width L is
taken to be unity. These wake parameters are identical to those considered by Zavol'skii et al. [5] in
their calculation of the receptivity caused by distributed surface waviness; the Reynolds number chosen
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is closeto the approximatedesignReynoldsnumberof 620in the experimentsof WiegelandWlezien
[25].
In figure1,theefficiencyfunction (s)Awake(f) hasbeenmagnifiedby100to fit bothcurveson thesame
plot. It is thenimmediatelyobviousthat foragivensuctionvelocity,thereceptivityto aconvectedwake
is generallyweakerthan the acousticreceptivityby a factorthat is comparableto this magnification.
In particular,at the lowerbranchfrequency(f = flb _ 39 X 10-6), the ratio A(s) /A(s) is close
""wake I _'acoustic
to 1/80. Let us assumes that the distribution of the wall-suction velocity is uniform across the width
d of a suction strip, i.e., F(s)(X) corresponds to a top-hat distribution
F(_)(X) = Vw IX] <-d/2; F(s)(Z)= 1 otherwise. (6a)
Then, if the scaled suction rate Vw is kept constant as the strip width d is varied, it is easily shown that
the maximum coupling coefficient at the above frequency corresponds to a strip width that is equal to
d = rc/a_n, (6b)
(i.e., half of the local instability wavelength). Substituting equations (6a) and (6b)into equation (3) and
setting e(s) = 2 x 10 -4 (which represents a reasonable level of suction for both LFC applications and is
also expected to satisfy the linearized approximation utilized in the present theory), the maximum local
coupling coefficient for a single suction strip is found to be only 2.9 x 10 -4 when f = 39 x 10 -6. Using
the result in equation (4) in conjunction with the D_ values presented in figure 3 of reference [31], we
find that the maximum value of the effective coupling coefficient for a periodic array of suction strips is
8.9 times larger than the coupling coefficient for a single strip. (In fact, the ratio of coupling coefficients
in these two cases is nearly constant across a wide range of frequencies for the Blasius boundary layer.)
The above increase is not sufficient to compensate for the weaker receptivity to a convected wake, so
we conclude that the net receptivity of an entire suction-strip configuration to the convected wake in
equation (5) is less strong as compared to the maximum acoustic receptivity due to a single suction
strip. Recall that a significant reduction in receptivity was also observed by Kerschen [18] for vortical
disturbances that are periodic in the wall-normal direction. These findings simply underscore the
recent viewpoint that a simple, global indicator of the free-stream disturbance environment (such as
the root-mean-square amplitude of the associated velocity fluctuations) is practically meaningless for
even a crude estimate of the initial amplitudes of the instability waves in any given configuration.
Therefore, the existing measurement techniques need improvement so that at least the decomposition
of the total disturbanceintensitybetweenits irrotational (i.e., acoustic)androtational(i.e., vortical)
componentscanbespecified,if not the detailedspectraof frequencyandorientationcorrespondingto
eachcomponent.
An equallynoteworthyfeatureof figure1is thedifferentbehaviourof theefficiency-functioncurves
for the two typesof free-streamdisturbances.The acousticefficiencyfunctionhasits largestvaluein
the rangeof very smallfrequenciesand displaysa nearlymonotonicdecayat largervaluesof f. In
contrast, the efficiency function for the convected wake is nearly zero at small frequencies. It increases
quite rapidly with f up to about the lower branch frequency f _ 39 x 10-6; at larger frequencies,
(s)
the increase in A(s) is relatively slow. It is shown in section 3.1.2 that the shape of the IAw_k_(f)l
"_lwa ke
curve depends on the values of the wake parameters Y_ and L and that for Yc > 5.0 the magnitude
of A(s) begins to decrease after f becomes sufficiently large. However, the frequency parameter that
x,wake
corresponds to the peak value of _A(_)'`wakeis usually Close to f = flb in the parameter range considered
here.
3.1.2 Influence of wake position
A (_) We have plotted theFigure 2 illustrates the influence of the wake-centerline position Y_ on w_ke "
efficiency function magnitude for wake positions that vary from Yc = 5.0 to 10.0, while the width
and the profile of the wake as well as the suction-strip location, are held fixed at the same values
as those in figure 1. As the wake moves further away from the edge of the mean boundary layer,
the receptivity becomes increasingly weaker, especially at the higher frequencies. The reason for this
decrease is twofold. First, the outward movement of the wake centerline is accompanied by a similar
shift in the region of the wake interaction with the mean-flow disturbance _O(s) that is produced by the
suction strip. This shift results in a reduced effectiveness of the interaction because the efficiency of
a given compact source in the free-stream region in producing an instability wave decreases at a rate
proportional to e -_"'Y° when the distance Y_ of the source from the surface is increased. (See, for
instance, the work by Ryzhov [32], which examines a related model problem.)
The second cause that further enhances the decrease in A(s) at large Y¢ is related to the decreasing
"wake
strength of the interaction itself when Yc is increased. This decrease occurs because of an exponential
decay in the amplitude of the relevant Fourier harmonic _}))(_) (_ _ ain_ - c_w_k_) of the mean-flow
disturbance. Recall from equation (3) that the receptivity is produced when the wake is scattered by
=
=
_=
- 10
theFouriercomponent¢is)(aw)of themean-flowdisturbance,whichcorrespondsto a (complex)wave
numbero_w = ains - awake. The amplitude of _(ws)(aw, Y) in the narrow wake region can be shown to
decresase exponentially with Y_, at a rate that is proportional to exp [-awYc].
Therefore, the effect of wake position on the efficiency function can be characterized by
A(') " re) exp [-(ai,_, + aw)(Y_;_f - Y_)] "_o_k_t , R_.; Y_;_/) (6)_akA_,R6.; = A(s) (_z
where the added subscript ref indicates some reference wake position. If the results plotted in figure
2 were normalized using equation (6), all the curves would collapse onto each other, which confirms
the accuracy of the correlation in equation (6). Because the decay rate ai,_s + a_ in equation (6) is an
increasing function of f, decrease in A(s)"'wake[ with Y_ is especially pronounced at the higher values of f.
(See fig. 2.) 'This nonuniform effect of Yc on the efficiency-function magnitude leads to a qualitative
change in the shape of the frequency-response curve as Yc is increased. Specifically, as Yc increases
beyond 5.0, the A(s)"'wake curve displays a maximum at a frequency that decreases with an increase in Yc.
For Yc < 10, this frequency is somewhat smaller than the lower branch frequency (flb _ 39 x 10-6).
3.1.3 Influence of wake width
For a given wake profile (eq. (5)) and a given maximum fluctuation in the streamwise velocity, the
efficiency function magnitude correlates nearly with the square of the wake width L. This point is well
illustrated by figure 3 where the magnitude of the normalized efficiency function A(s) It2 has been
,Lwakel-_
plotted for different values of L. Thus, the efficiency function magnitude for L = 1.5 is nearly 2.25
times larger than the corresponding value at L = 1 for any f. This correlation suggests that one of
the primary reasons the wake-induced receptivity is weaker than the convected-gust receptivity [18] is
probably the spatial compactness of the wake disturbance. (See, also, the comments following eq. (7)
in sec. 3.2).
3.2 Wall-geometry induced receptivity
Let us now compare the efficiency functions for the wall-geometry induced receptivity for the convected-
A(r)
wake and acoustic free-stream disturbances. The magnitudes of these efficiency functions (viz., Xw_ke
(_)
and A_o_,_ti¢) are shown in figure 4 for Yc = 5.0 and L = 1.0. Similar to figure 1 for the wall-suction
induced receptivity, we have magnified the A(*) values by 100 before plotting to fit both curves on
_'wa ke
the same plot. However, unlike in figure 1, the qualitative shapes of both efficiency function curves are
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seenasquite similar to eachother. That is, both A (r) and A(_)wake "_acoustic are nearly zero at small values
of f, and increase monotonically with f all the way to f = 80 x 10 -6, which is the highest frequency
considered in figure 4. Based on our previous discussion regarding the influence of wake position on
the efficiency function, we may anticipate that the magnitude of A(r) will decrease rapidly, especially
•_ a-wake
at the larger frequencies in figure 4, when the parameter Yc is increased beyond 5.0. Because the wave
numbers ai,_s and aw are independent of the source of mean-flow disturbance, the extent of the above
reduction will be exactly the same as that found in figure 2 for suction-induced receptivity.
Figure 4 shows that for f = fib, the magnitude of A(r) is approximately 130 times smaller thanZtwake
the magnitude of A(_) Although this ratio is much larger than the corresponding ratio (,_ 80) for
_ _aCOUStlC "
the suction-induced receptivity, for typical values of the wall-suction velocity used in LFC systems (viz.,
e_ ) = 0(2 x 10-4)), comparable receptivity will be produced by roughness elements that correspond
to e_ ) _ 1/55. The linear theory was found to be accurate to e_ ) = 1/6 (at a comparable Reynolds
number) in the acoustic case [29], [30]. If we assume a similar range of validity in the case of receptivity
to a convected disturbance, then the above comparison implies that higher coupling coefficients may be
obtained more easily (in an experiment) by using artificial surface humps than by increasing the suction
level beyond e(_) = 0(2 x 10-4), because the latter will also reduce the overall amplification of the
generated instability wave. For a rectangular roughness strip (with a height distribution F(")(X) that
is identical to eq. (6) with Yw = 1) that corresponds to e_ ) = 1/6, a maximum coupling coefficient of
0.276 percent would be obtained at the lower branch frequency. The instability wave at this frequency
is magnified by _ e 6"2 by the time it reaches the upper branch location (where measurements are
typically carried out [24]); therefore, the amplitude of the generated wave at the upper branch location
is predicted to be 1.35 times the initial wake amplitude. Combined with a predicted increase by _ 8.9
when a periodic array of similar roughness strips is introduced, the measured TS-wave signal can be
boosted to levels that are nearly 12 times larger than the wake amplitude. Not withstanding the other
advantages of using a convected-wake disturbance (see Introduction), this appears to be a satisfactory
level for accurate measurements of boundary-layer receptivity in an experiment.
We now demonstrate that the receptivity to convected wakes can be further increased a modest
: j
amount by introducing additional wake disturbances above the primary wake that is closest to the
plate surface. In particular, we consider a semi-infinite array of equidistant wakes in which the first
wake is centered at Y = }_, with a distance p (locally) between any pair of adjacent wakes. In this
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case,equation(6) impliesthat the ratio of the efficiencyfunctionfor the wakearray to that for an
individual wakecenteredat Y = Yc is given by
A(r)
wake array
A(r) - _ 1 + (0 + (_ + (03+ ... {(0 = exp [-P(ains + aw)]} • (7)
J'wake
The sum of the series on the right-hand side of (7) is equal to 1/(1 - _0), which can be significant
if the wake pitch p is considerably smaller than the local instability wavelength. If p = 4 is chosen
(in conjunction with, say,/, = 1), then the predicted increase in the efficiency-function magnitude at
f = fm is about 55 percent for an entire array, although an increase of 35 percent can be obtained
by placing just one additional wake. Higher increase is possible at lower frequencies; for example,
receptivity can be more than doubled by introducing additional wakes at f = 20 x 10 -6.
Considering the above results, we conclude that considerable variations in receptivity are possible
depending on the form of the convected disturbance. However, with a proper design, an experiment
is feasible that verifies the theoretically predicted features of receptivity to convected disturbances in
the presence of short-scale surface nonuniformities. The convected wake model, in particular, appears
promising from the standpoint of such an experiment.
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